
EXT. NEW YORK CITY - DAY

The year is 2067. New York is still full of 'suit and tie'
types, hustling and bustling to get to work. The streets and
sidewalks have become even more crowded ever since Earth
joined the Intergalactic Federation. Humans, aliens, and
androids all roam about among society. There are some tiffs
and quarrels, but for the most part, all lifeforms live and
function in harmony.

The day hours of New York City have become quite bland and
boring. Most everyone is preoccupied with filling work
quotas. The buildings are bare, dull, and generic,
resembling a ghost town.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - DAY

The sidewalk is full of business men/women/aliens/androids
hustling to get to work. All of them are self-concerned and
moving as fast as possible. Among the sea of people, is
PABLO.

Pablo is in his mid thirties. His face is sunken in and
covered with a 5 o'clock shadow. His hair is dark, short,
and messy. Pablo is so skinny and slender that he resembles
a skeleton more than a man.

Pablo is sitting hunched over on the sidewalk with his back
against a building wall. His clothes are tattered and a
large blanket shrouds his body. Beside him is a piece of
cardboard that reads, "Help Me." 

Pablo has his head down and one hand extended, palm facing
up. His hand is shaking along with the rest of his body. His
other hand is on the back of his neck. He is rubbing, almost
itching at it.

A random PASSERBY(#1) notices Pablo.

PASSERBY #1
(frustrated)

Get a fucking job!

The passerby keeps walking. Pablo is unphased.

PABLO
(under his breath/to himself)

Fuck you.

Another PASSERBY(#2) walks by Pablo, a look of disgust
crosses his face.

PASSERBY #2
(in passing)



Jesus. These bums keep getting
uglier and uglier.

PABLO
Fuck you.

An ELDERLY WOMAN approaches Pablo. She is dressed in her
Sunday's best and is carrying a stack of pamphlets. She
places one of the pamphlets in Pablo's hand.

ELDERLY WOMAN
Our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ,
can help you, my dear. The Shepard
never lets His sheep run astray.

Pablo is surprised to feel something in his hand. He looks
at the pamphlet. It has a large cross on it and reads, "God
has a plan for you."

PABLO
(unimpressed)

Thanks. I can wipe my ass with this
later.

Pablo puts the pamphlet in his pocket.

ELDERLY WOMAN
Ah! Well i never... 

(beat)
Lord save your soul.

The elderly woman quickly walks away. Pablo stands up.

PABLO
(yelling)

You know what I'm gonna save? I'm
gonna save some "loving" for you
baby. Just leave the backdoor open,
I'll slip it in in front of God and
everybody!

The elderly woman looks back Pablo in horror and begins
walking at a faster pace.

The outburst has gained the attention of all those near
Pablo, but only momentarily. Pablo looks around at the
people walking past him.

PABLO
Fuck this.

He picks up his cardboard sign. He is still rubbing/itching
the back of his neck. He takes one last look around and then
joins the sea of people walking down the sidewalk.



EXT. ALLEYWAY - AFTERNOON

Pablo turns a corner and walks into an alleyway. He is still
itching at the back of his neck. A look of desperation and
discomfort covers his face. A splitting headache causes him
to stagger and groan. Suddenly, something catches his eye.

A cat-like CREATURE is eating some slop that is leaking out
of a nearby dumpster. The creature has the appearance of a
cat and a seahorse. Pablo becomes deathly quiet as not to
scare it away. He begins to tip-toe toward the creature,
resembling an old-timey cat burglar. He sneaks up on the
creature, it remains oblivious to his presence.

In one fluid motion, Pablo grabs the creature by the scruff
and rings it's neck. Pablo's face lights up, he jumps and
dances with excitement. He holds the dead creature in the
air, waving it and swing it around.

EXT. OVERPASS - EVENING

Pablo approaches a busy overpass and makes his way
underneath the bridge. He finds his buddy KLONKICK, a
homeless alien who lives by the river under the bridge.

Klonkick has a humanoid body. His head is an hourglass shape
and roughly twice the size of the average human's. He is
covered from head to toe with blue and green scales. If seen
in the right light, these scales have a certain glimmer to
them. Klonkick has three eyes arranged in a triangle on his
head, all of which are a pale, mesmerizing purple.

KlonKick is dressed in tattered clothes, much like Pablo's.
He is taking a nap, his body is curled up into a ball. There
is a torn up bag lying next to him.

Pablo lightly shakes KlonKick.

PABLO
(hushed whisper)

Hey, KlonKick.
(beat)

KlonKick, wake up.

KlonKick is startled and slowly begins to wake up.

KLONKICK
(in a daze)

Pablo? The fuck are you doing here?

PABLO
I'm needing some more 'Juice' man.

KlonKick tiredly rubs his eyes.



KLONKICK
Were'nt you just here yesterday?

Pablo extends the dead creature toward KlonKick. KlonKick's
eyes light up at the sight of it. He quickly snatches it out
of Pablo's hand.

PABLO
Yeah, but that shit wore off man,
I've been itching all fucking day.

(beat)
So can I get some or not?

KLONKICK
Well that depends on how tasty this
fucker is.

KlonKick raises the dead creature. Then, with animal-like
ferocity, he bites into the creature's stomach, ripping out
a chunk of it's flesh and innards.

KLONKICK
(blissful)

Oh, yeah... that's that goolag.

KlonKick continues to ravenously eat at the creature.

KLONKICK
(mouth full of food)

Where did you find this shit?

PABLO
Uhh, spotted that dude eating out of
the dumpster behind... uh, that
sushi joint.

(beat)
Uh, the one on 5th...

(trailing off)
Yeah, the one on 5th.

KLONKICK
Damn, I gotta start hanging out over
there.

KlonKick sets the creature down then reaches into the torn
up bag. He pulls out a syringe.

KLONKICK
But really, you're killing me with
this shit. Two days in a row? Can't
you find some other lousy fuck to
get this shit from?

KlonKick pulls up his sleeve and sticks the needle into his



arm. A blue, glowing liquid starts to fill up the syringe.

PABLO
Ah, come on KlonKick. Nobody's got
the 'Juice' like you.

KlonKick holds up the syringe, inspects it, and flicks it a
couple times.

KLONKICK
(with pride)

Fucking damn straight.
(beat)

Alright, bottoms up junkie.

Pablo turns his back toward KlonKick and puts his head down.
KlonKick sticks the needle into the nape of Pablo's neck.
There are already many scars there, Pablo has done this many
times. KlonKick pushes the plunger down.

CLOSE ON PABLO'S FACE

Pablo's eyes roll backwards.

PABLO
(euphoric)

Sweet Mother Mary's titties, that's
some good shit.

KLONKICK
Yeah, that should do ya for the next
couple of days.

(beat)
Should kick in just in time for the
'Light Show.'

Pablo turns around to look at KlonKick.

PABLO
(chuckling)

Thanks Doc, same time next week?

KLONKICK
(laughing)

You're one crazy motherfucker Pablo.
(beat)

Alright, get the fuck out of here.

Pablo begins to smile and sing.

PABLO
(sing songy)

Oh, the freaks come out at night,



the freaks come up at night...

KlonKick laughs and slaps Pablo on the shoulder. Pablo
starts to skip away toward the city, continuing to sing his
song.

PABLO
(sing songy)
(fading)

...it must be such a fright when the
freaks come out at night. Oh, the
freaks come out at night, the freaks
come out at night. It's always such
a fright when the freaks come out at
night. Ole!

EXT. NEW YORK CITY - NIGHT

Once the sun goes down in New York City, the streets come
alive. The entire city is illuminated with light coming from
countless neon signs and LED screens. Almost every building
has some sort of neon sign or LED screen on it.

The sidewalks are flooded with humans, aliens, and androids
alike. Most all are dressed in eccentric outfits. They hop
from bar to bar and club to club. The scene resembles a
psychedelic disco party.

The nightlife of New York City could be the poster child for
the phrase, "the freaks come out at night."

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - NIGHT

Pablo strolls down the busy sidewalk, enjoying his 'Juice'
high. He is flailing his arms back and forth, conducting an
imaginary orchestra. With his eyes closed and a smile on his
face, Pablo relishes in his  symphony.

He begins to sing along off-key. He waves his arms more
frantically, the crescendo is in full swing. The PEOPLE
walking on the sidewalk stare at Pablo, but only for a brief
moment in passing. They are much too focused on partying to
worry about a singing homeless man.

Pablo continues to sing and dance. He is blissful.

EXT. DIFFERENT NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - NIGHT

Pablo approaches a DOG sitting patiently on the sidewalk. He
ceases his conducting immediately and pets the dog on its
head. The dog growls at Pablo and nips at his hand. Pablo
jumps back in fear. He quickly gathers himself with
authority. He wags his finger at the dog. 



PABLO
(scornfully)

Bad dog!

Pablo smacks the dog on the head.

WE PULL BACK TO REVEAL THAT THE DOG IS ACTUALLY A FIRE
HYDRANT.

Pablo continues strolling down the sidewalk.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF A LIQUOR STORE. - NIGHT

CLOSE ON LED SIGN ADVERTISING CIGARETTES/PABLO POV

The colors on the LED sign are bright and abrasive. The
colors begins to change and shift positions with one
another. They start to melt into each other, creating a
series of kaleidoscopic patterns.

CLOSE ON PABLO'S FACE

Pablo stares at the LED sign with his nose just inches away
from it. He is grinning from ear to ear. His mouth is open,
amusement and awe covers his face. He begins to laugh and
giggle to himself.

A middle-age MAN exits the liquor store. He is carrying a
bottle of whiskey underneath his arm. The bottle steals
Pablo's attention away from the psychedelic LED sign. He
wants a bottle for himself.

Pablo walks into the liquor store.

The liquor store is at peace.

Suddenly, Pablo bursts out of the liquor store. He is
holding a bottle of whiskey. He frantically runs down the
sidewalk, blending back into the sea of people. The STORE
CLERK runs out of the store but stops just outside of the
doorway. He shakes his middle finger in Pablo's direction.

STORE CLERK
(yelling)

Fucking lowlife! You drug-head son
of a bitch!

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

Times Square is absolutely packed with party-goers and
tourists. Whether it be neon, LED, or projections,
practically every square inch is occupied by some kind of
light source. All these light sources are used for
advertisements or tourist attractions.



Pablo staggers down the sidewalk of Times Square. His
eyelids are drooping and his mouth is hanging open. The
bottle of whiskey in his hand is almost empty. He comes
across a crowd of people, they make a path for him as if he
were Moses. As he walks through the crowd, they look at him
with disgust.

Pablo stumbles and almost falls. Luckily, he is able to
catch himself on a light post. 

PABLO
(slurred)

Thank you sir,
(belch)

you are a kind soul.

He pats the light post on the "shoulder" and continues down
the sidewalk. Pablo puts the bottle to his lips and throws
back the remaining whiskey. He hurls the empty bottle into
the street. It shatters on the asphalt.

Pablo crosses the adjacent street and wobbles into the heart
of Time Square.

He stops dead in his tracks, as if he walked into an
invisible brick wall. He lifts his heavy head.

PABLO POV

There is a LED billboard posted on a tall skyscraper. The
billboard is forty feet tall and glows brighter than all the
other lights in Times Square. The billboard is a perfume
advertisement. The advertisement features a single model, a
beautiful, blond bombshell, who practically takes up the
entire billboard. She is standing provocatively with only a
bed sheet to cover her naked body.

Pablo is in awe. His eyes are wide and a devilish grin
covers his face.

Pablo has found the love of his life.

PABLO
(yelling excitedly)

Look at you! Are you kidding me?!

Pablo spins around and stomps the ground with both feet.

PABLO
Talk about a fucking knockout! Awe,
you're gorgeous! Absolutely fucking
gorgeous! You're just beau-...

Pablo collects himself quickly. His face is straight, he



stands at attention in front of the billboard. He gets on
his knees and sits on his heels. He puts both his arms in
the air. Pablo bows to the billboard. Pablo sits back on his
heels.

PABLO
(chant)

Beautiful.

Pablo bows to the billboard. Pablo sits back on his heels.

PABLO
(chant)

Beautiful.

Pablo bows to the billboard. Pablo sits back on his heels.

PABLO
(chant)

Beautiful.

Pablo bows to the billboard. Pablo sits back on his heels.
Pablo lowers his arms and clasps hands together, as if he
were praying. Pablo longingly looks up at the billboard.

PABLO
(very seriously)

Oh celestial beauty, I hereby pledge
my life and love to you, and only
you.

(beat)
My heart is yours. Do whatever the
fuck you want with it, just please
don't break it.

Pablo lets out a light laugh.

PABLO
(shakey)

I swear, I will kiss those angel
lips even if it's the last thing I
do.

Pablo stands up. His face is glowing with happiness and joy.
He blows a kiss up at the billboard.

PABLO
(proud)

I love ya, baby.

Pablo lowers his gaze back down to street level. He spots a
bench right underneath the billboard. He struts/dances
through the crowd of people to make his way to the bench.
All the while, Pablo is singing at the top of his lungs.



PABLO
(sing-songy)
(RnB, Soul style)

Home is where the heart is, baby!
Home is where you are! Home is where
the heart is, baby! Home is where
you are!

Pablo sits on the bench. He turns around to take a long look
at the billboard. Pablo shakes his head in disbelief.

PABLO
Goddamn...

Pablo curls up in a ball on the bench. He closes his eyes.

PABLO
Goodnight, darling. Stay beautiful.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - DAY

The sun has returned to New York City. The morning brings
out all the working stiffs, wielding their briefcases and
hustling down the sidewalks.

Among the sea of corporate workers, Pablo remains curled up
on the bench. He slowly opens his eyes.

For the first time in a long time, Pablo wakes up with a
smile on his face.

Pablo sits up and stretches his arms over his head, his grin
grows wider. He looks up at the billboard. It is faint in
the sunlight, but the figure of Pablo's beloved can still be
seen.

PABLO
Good morning, my love.

Pablo lounges on the bench and admires the billboard. He is
calm and content, a feeling of blissful fills his entire
body. The smile on his face is goofy but genuine. As he
gawks at the women on the billboard, his eyes might as well
be cartoon hearts.

A flock of pigeons fly overhead. Their coos are faint but
they are still heard by those down below. As the pigeons fly
over Times Square, one of them breaks away from the flock
and forges it's own path.



The single pigeon begins gliding toward the billboard. This
catches Pablo's attention.

He is reluctant to take his eyes off of the billboard, but
the pigeons presence is worrisome. Pablo begins to watch the
bird has it soars closer and closer to the billboard. He is
growing anxious and uneasy, but ultimately remains curious.

The pigeon circles above the billboard two or three times
before perching on its top right corner.

Pablo is no longer anxious or uneasy, he is angry. He
explodes as he jumps to his feet. He wags a furious finger
at the pigeon as he storms toward the billboard.

PABLO
You get the fuck off of her! You
hear me?!

Pablo begins to run, pushing and shoving his way though the
crowd of 'SUIT AND TIES.' He starts to wave his arms in the
air in hopes of spooking the pigeon.

Many passersby turn to see the commotion, they are all
confused and annoyed. They shoot Pablo dirty looks and scoff
as they watch his temper tantrum. 

PABLO
Hey! I said get off, you dirty shit!

(beat)
I'll wring your neck and eat you for
lunch!

Pablo reaches the billboard. He stands underneath it, his
eyes are locked on the pigeon. He begins to frantically wave
his arms in the air.

PABLO
Shoo! Aye! Shoo! Fucking... Get off
motherfucker!

Pablo continues to wave his arms. He begins jumping up and
down.

PABLO
I said get off, goddammit!

The pigeon remains perched on the billboard, paying no
attention to Pablo.

Pablo stops jumping and waving his arms. He evaluates his
surroundings in a panic. He spots a nearby trash reciprocal.
He darts over to it and shoves his arm into the opening. He
pulls out an empty Coke bottle.



He hurls the bottle at the pigeon.

PABLO
Shithead!

The bottle flies over the top right corner of the billboard.
It misses the pigeon but it gets close enough to spook the
pigeon off of the billboard.

The pigeon flies away.

Pablo lets out a sigh of relief. He places his hands on his
hips.

PABLO
Sheesh... Goddamn bird.

Pablo looks up at the billboard.

PABLO
I'm so sorry baby. These pigeons
here are fucking retarded, I swear.

(beat)
Long as I'm here, shit like ain't
gonna be happening anymore.

Pablo smiles at the billboard and points a finger at it.

PABLO
Yup, just gonna be smooth sailing
from here on out, you'll see.

Suddenly, Pablo's eyes become heavy. He appears to be woozy
and growing drowsy. His vision becomes blurred. He reaches
at the back of his neck. Pablo bends over and vomits.

Drops of blood drip into the puddle of puke.

Pablo's vision and alertness return to normal, but his nose
his bleeding. He uses his dirty sleeve to stop the blood
flow.

He looks up at the billboard, embarrassed.

PABLO
(sheepishly)

...Fuck. I'm sorry you had to see
that.

Pablo looks around him. He spots a subway entrance across
the street.

PABLO
Forgive me, I have to go.



(beat)
I'll be back, I promise.

Still covering his nose, Pablo hurries to the subway
entrance and runs down the stairs.

INT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - DAY

The subway tunnel has many people in it, but not nearly as
much as the streets and sidewalks.

Pablo staggers through the subway tunnel. He stops and
braces himself on a structural column. Pablo sticks his neck
out, points his nose up, and blows a bloody snot-rocket.

The rocket splatters onto the ground, almost landing on a
BUSINESS WOMAN'S shoe. The business woman dodges it, she
looks at him with astonishment and disgust.

PABLO
(quietly, genuine)

Sorry.

The business woman scoffs and hurries her way down the
subway tunnel.

Pablo wipes his nose on his sleeve, getting the remaining
blood off of his face. Pablo continues to walk through the
subway with his head down, trying to look nonchalant.

The sound of a trumpet emerges in the background.

Pablo turns a corner

The trumpet is now in the foreground. A romantic jazz number
fills the subway tunnel.

The sound of music catches Pablo's attention, he lifts his
head with intrigue.

A YOUNG MAN is playing the trumpet, a small CROWD of people
have gathered around him. The young man is wearing a baggy
black suit with a white undershirt and a black tie. He is
also wearing sunglasses, making him appear like the
long-lost Blues Brother. There is a black hat at his feet
with a small amount of cash and change in it. 

The music hypnotizes Pablo. A sense of euphoria covers his
face. He closes his eyes and slightly tilts his head back.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

The trumpet's gorgeous melody continues to play.



The billboard stands triumphant in Times Square. Although
there are many lights in Times Square, the billboard is the
most bright and radiant of them all. Pablo stands underneath
the billboard, gawking at its beauty.

All the other lights and all the surroundings fade away,
leaving only Pablo and the massive billboard. They stand
together in a vast black darkness.

Suddenly, the billboard fades away, leaving the PHOTOGRAPHED
WOMAN. She is glowing, like that of an angel or a star.
Suddenly, the woman comes to life. She looks down at Pablo
and gives him a big smile. She shrinks to human size and
floats down to Pablo.

Pablo and the woman are now standing eye to eye and nose to
nose. The woman smiles at him and looks into his eyes, but
says nothing. Pablo is awestruck by her beauty, but says
nothing.

The woman slowly leans in and kisses Pablo on the cheek.
Pablo closes his eyes, embracing the kiss.

Before the woman finishes the kiss, she begins to fade away,
along with the blackness.

The trumpet music stops.

INT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - DAY

Pablo is left standing in the subway tunnel, his eyes are
still closed. He has a smile on his face a mile wide. Pablo
opens his eyes.

The young man is bowing. The crowd of people are applauding
him. Some people are throwing spare change and money into
the hat on the ground.

Pablo notices the hat for the first time, but he notices the
money more. A confident, arrogant determination overcomes
his face.

He waits for the young man to bow again.

The young man takes another bow.

Pablo sprints toward the hat. At full speed, he snags the
hat off of the ground and runs toward a nearby exit.

The young man looks up in shock.

YOUNG MAN
(surprised, angry)

Hey!



The young man takes off after Pablo. Pablo makes it up the
stairs and out onto the sidewalk. The young man follows him.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - DAY

Pablo zigzags through the crowded sidewalk, still running at
top speed. The young man struggles to keep up with Pablo, he
loses sight of him in the sea of people.

YOUNG MAN
Hey! Stop that guy!

Pablo turns down a small alleyway.

EXT. SMALL ALLEYWAY - DAY

Pablo hides behind a dumpster in the alleyway. He is curled
up with his knees to his chest. He breathes heavily and
waits patiently.

The young man runs past the opening of the alleyway.

YOUNG MAN
Somebody stop that guy!

A wave of relief washes over Pablo. He looks into the hat
and smiles. He pulls the money out of the hat and puts it in
his jacket pocket.

Pablo opens the dumpster and tosses the hat into it.
Something inside the dumpster catches his eye. Pablo reaches
into the dumpster and pulls out a small white trash bag. He
takes a peak inside.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - AFTERNOON

Pablo walks down the sidewalk with the small white trash bag
in hand. He is chewing frantically at a mouthful of food.
Pablo swallows hard and reaches into the trash bag. He pulls
out a handful of scrabbled eggs and shoves it in his mouth.
Pablo smiles, contentment fills his face.

Every advertisement in the city is now the same one as the
billboard in Times Square. Pablo's love, the woman on the
billboard, is now seen on every poster, billboard,
newspaper, hologram, and store front.

EXT. OVERPASS - EVENING

KlonKick is sitting on the hill underneath the bridge. Pablo
is standing downhill from him, his hands are in his jacket
pockets.

KlonKick is riffling through a wad of dollars.



KLONKICK
6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

(beat)
Damn man, that's a fucking good
haul. How'd you get this?

PABLO
Picked it off some crooner. Almost
felt bad about it, seemed like a
decent kid.

KlonKick shoots Pablo a look of confusion.

KLONKICK
Decent?! Man, I ain't heard you call
nobody decent before.

(jokingly)
What the fuck you done with Pablo?
You know the one,

(impression)
I'm Pablo, fuck you. Oh hey, I'm
Pablo, fuck you. Suck my dick, I'm
Pablo, fuck you.

Pablo and KlonKick share a chuckle.

PABLO
Shit, I don't know. Other than
having the fucking Six this morning,
it's just been a good day I guess.

KLONKICK
Oh, I get it, I get it. You got some
last night, am I right?

Pablo doesn't day anything. He smiles, borderline blushing.

KLONKICK
(excited)

Mmm, yeah! That's what I'm talking
about.

PABLO
(laughing it off)

Nah, fuck you man. Nothing like
that.

(beat)
I did meet this girl last night
though.

KLONKICK
You telling me, you met a chick last
night and you didn't fuck? Come on,
man. You losing your balls or



something?

PABLO
No, she's just classy, ya fuck.

(beat)
Not like the sluts you run with.

KlonKick laughs and nods his head. He reaches for his bag
and start rummaging through it.

PABLO
(serious, lovey dovey)

This chick though, man. She's
gorgeous. Like, fucking movie star
gorgeous.

(beat)
Like, body banging, heaven-sent dime
piece, man. Serious.

KlonKick starts to crack-up laughing. He pulls out the
syringe from is bag.

PABLO
(chuckling)

For real! She's like some kind of
fucking angel, man, it's stupid.
Like shes worth the wait. 

KlonKick calms down enough to stick the syringe in his arm.
He begins to draw blood.

KLONKICK
So where'd you find this chick
anyway?

PABLO
Saw her at the 'Light Show.' Planned
on seeing her there tonight.

KlonKick takes the syringe out of his arms. He inspects the
needle and flicks it a couple of times.

KLONKICK
Ahhh, the 'Light Show." Where the
fucks go to jail and the freaks get
some tail...

KlonKick motions to Pablo to walk over to him. Pablo walks
over, turns his back toward KlonKick, and puts his head
down. KlonKick sticks the syringe into the nape of Pablo's
neck.

KLONKICK
...For you, my fuckish freak of a



friend, I hope it is the latter.

KlonKick pushes the plunger down. Once it is empty, he takes
it out of Pablo's neck.

Pablo groans. A shiver runs down his spin that shakes his
whole body.

KLONKICK
Oh yeah, I made this one a double
dose for ya. Knew you wouldn't mind.
Figured it would help with the Six
and uh, for good luck or whatever.

CLOSE ON PABLO'S EYES

Pablo's eyes are fucking huge, his pupils are dilated to the
max. His mouth is gaping open, but it soon turns to a smile
that reaches ear to ear. He begins to slowly look around in
all directions.

PABLO
(spacey)

Thanks KlonKick, you're the best.

Pablo begins wandering off, staggering with every other
step.

KLONKICK
(cocky)

Just doing my job.
(beat)
(yelling)

Aye! Just fuck that angel for me,
alright?!

Pablo is too busy staggering and looking around to look back
at KlonKick, but he manages to give him a thumbs up.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - DUSK

Times Square is fill with a mish-mosh of people. Some with
their face painted, some wearing masquerade masks, some
wearing light-up clothing, some wearing hardly any clothing.
There are fire eaters, hula hoopers, break dancers, and
clowns.

It is as if Cirque du soleil and Electric Forrest got
together and threw a bloc party in the middle of New York.

Pablo makes his way to the billboard. He can see it from the
distance and becomes ecstatic.

Pablo strolls down Times Square, feeling the best he's ever



had. He continues to look around in amazement. He is
astonished by all the eccentric characters that surround
him.

As Pablo wonders through the crowd, the faces of some of the
eccentric characters begin to morph and change. They begin
to resemble the woman on the billboard. This continues until
every person in Times Square, except for Pablo, has the same
face as the woman on the billboard.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

There are three PUNKS standing underneath the billboard,
drinking beer and smoking cigarettes.

They are all dressed in black leather jackets and black
denim jeans. One of them has sky-high mohawk that's died
bright pink. All of them are wearing some sort of eyeliner
or face paint. Their style is a mix of an 80's hair band and
a biker gang.

Pablo is extremely annoyed. These punks are an eyesore. As
he walks closer to the billboard, his eyebrows furrow and
his lips purse together. He clenches both his fists.

When he is about 50 feet away from the billboard, Pablo sees
one of the punks throw an empty beer bottle into the air.
The bottle hits the billboard and shatters, leaving foam to
drip down the billboard.

Pablo is furious. He quickly walks toward the punk who threw
the bottle.

PABLO
(furious)

What the fuck was that, huh?! What
the fuck do you think you're doing?

The punks look over at Pablo with curiosity.

PUNK #1
(confused)

What?

PABLO
I said, what the fuck are you punks
doing?!

PUNK #1
(mockingly)

Just hangin out, Pops. What the fuck
are you doing?

Pablo gets closer enough to the punks that they realize he



means business. 

Pablo swings at Punk #1 with everything he's got. Punk #1
dodges the punch and shoves Pablo in the back. Pablo falls
to the ground. The three punks circle around him, fists
clenched.

Pablo stands up and raises his fists, determination and fury
covers his face. He's eyes are glued on Punk #1.

PUNK #2
Better watch who you're swingin at
their, buddy.

PUNK #1
Damn, and here I thought tonight was
gonna be boring.

(beat)
So uh, whats got ya all worked up
there, pal?

PABLO
(stone cold serious)

You fuck with my girl, you fuck with
me.

Pablo points to the billboard.

PABLO
Nobody fucks with my girl, ya hear
me?! Nobody.

Pablo clenches both his fists and raises them toward Punk
#1.

The punks are all caught off guard. They look around at one
another. Punk #1 looks at the billboard and then back at
Pablo.

PUNK #1
You mean the billboard? You fucking
serious?!

(laughing)
Are you fucking crazy are
something?!

All the punks start cracking-up laughing.

PUNK #2
(laughing)

Fucking lunatic, jesus christ!

The punks all calm down, sinister smiles remain on their
faces. They resemble hungry animals.



PUNK #1
Alright, we'll play along. We'll
play your little game.

(beat)
(creepy)

I fucked with your girl. And I was
about to fuck her pretty little
brains out. And she was about to
fucking love it.

(beat)
(taunting)

So go on, fuck me up. Take a good
shot...

Punk #1 extends his chin and points at it.

PUNK #1
(taunting)

...right here.

Pablo's rage is boiling.

Pablo swings at Punk #1, but not quick enough. He barely
moves before Punk #3, the biggest one of the bunch, sucker
punches Pablo in the back of the neck.

Pablo drops to the ground.

The punks jump on him. They closes in around Pablo, Punching
and kicking him. Pablo has no way to defend himself.

FADE OUT

UNKNOWN VOICE
(soft, sweet)

Pablo... Oh, Pablo... Wake up,
Pablo.

FADE IN

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

Pablo lays alone on the ground. He is beaten to a pulp. His
face is cut and swollen. He has blood coming from his nose
and right eye. His body is bruised and battered.

Pablo opens his eyes but his vision is blurry.

UNKNOWN VOICE
Pablo, wake up for me.

Pablo's vision becomes clear. He sees the billboard, the
WOMAN ON THE BILLBOARD is looking directly at him. She is
smiling. She remains forty feet tall and plastered on the



billboard. Her body does not move, it stays in its sexy,
vivacious pose. But, from the shoulders and up, she has full
mobility.

WOMAN ON THE BILLBOARD
Pablo, it's me, Venetta.

Pablo's face, even though badly beaten, lights up. He tries
his best to smile.

PABLO
My angel, Venetta! That is the most
beautiful name I have ever heard.

Venetta's smile turns into a frown of worry.

VENETTA
(soft)

Pablo, why did you let those mean
men do that to me?

Pablo's smile fades.

PABLO
I'm sorry, darling. I tried to fight
them off, but...

VENETTA
(soft)

Why did you let them do that to you?

PABLO
There was just too many of them...

Venetta looks away thoughtfully, and then looks back at
Pablo.

VENETTA
Pablo?

PABLO
Yes, my love?

VENETTA
If we are to be together... and I
want us to be together.. you must
defend my honor.

PABLO
Yes, love, I-...

VENETTA
(serious)

Those men should not be able to get



away with this. We must do something
about it.

PABLO
(mumbling, trailing off)

Anything, dear. Just tell what to do
and I'll do it.

Pablo's vision begins to blur again. He is woozy and fading
in and out.

Silence fills the air. Venetta looks Pablo in the eye.

VENETTA
Kill them.

(beat)
(sweet, charming)

Kill them for me, Pablo. Then we can
be together.

Venetta smiles down at Pablo. Pablo is too out-of-it to
respond. Venetta's face is the last thing he sees before he
passes out.

FADE OUT

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

Pablo is laying unconscious on the sidewalk. He is beaten to
a pulp, his face is swollen and bloody.

A police car pulls up beside Pablo. Two police officers step
out of the squad car.

One of them is a ROBOT OFFICER, he has a stocky frame and is
made entire of metal. He has bright, glowing yellow eyes. A
short antenna protrudes from the top of his head. He has no
real mouth, but there is a bar of lights that illuminate
when he is speaking.

The other one is an ALIEN OFFICER. His facial features
resemble that of a pig. His skin is a pinkish gray, it is
tough and wrinkly like leather. He is fairly short and has
large stomach.

The alien officer is wearing a standard police uniform. The
robot officer has his chest plate colored blue and a badge
welded on to it.

The two officers approach Pablo.

The robot officer nudges Pablo with his foot.

ROBOT OFFICER



(assertive)
Sir? Excuse me, Sir? Wake up, sir.

Pablo begins to wake up, opening his eyes. The two officers
are hunched over him, looking at him intently.

PABLO
(disoriented)

Huh?

Pablo looks around in a daze. He spots the billboard.

PABLO
Venetta!

Venetta says nothing. She says nothing. The billboard has
gone back to being a billboard.

PABLO
Venetta?

Venetta remains silent. Pablo sits up

PABLO
(anxious)

Venetta! Say something!
(beat)

Anything? Venetta?!

The alien officer puts a hand on Pablo's shoulder. The robot
officer steps in front of Pablo, blocking his view of the
billboard.

ROBOT OFFICER
Sir, we're gonna have to ask you to
please hold still.

Pablo shrugs the alien officer off his shoulder. He leans to
his left to see past the robot officer.

PABLO
(desperate)

Venetta! Come back!

The alien officer struggles to get a handle on Pablo.

PABLO
Please! Venetta! My love!

The alien officer continues to wrestle with Pablo

ALIEN OFFICER
He's not cooperating.



ROBOT OFFICER
Then make him cooperate.

PABLO
Vene-...

The alien officer grabs Pablo by his hair and yanks him
upright. He wraps his other arm around Pablo's neck, putting
him is a choke hold. The officer squeezes hard. Pablo gasps
for air and claws at the alien officers arm.

The robot officer crouches down so he is eye to eye with
Pablo. The robot officer makes a fist and extends it toward
Pablo's face, a few inches away from the top of his
forehead.

A look of fear overcomes Pablo's face.

A laser light array shines out from the robot's wrist. The
robot officer slowly lowers his fist until the array has
scanned the entirety of Pablo's beaten face.

The robot officer looks down at his wrist, as if he were
checking his watch. His wrist makes a beep noise.

Pablo is nervous. He begins to sweat.

ROBOT OFFICER
Yup, we've got a match. Let's take
him in.

The alien officer grabs one of Pablo's arms and puts it
behind his back. The alien officer pulls a think, black
metal ring off of his belt. He opens it and clamps the ring
around Pablo's wrist.

PABLO
(angry, confused)

Hey!

As the alien officer goes for Pablo's other arm, Pablo tries
to fight him off. The alien manages to get Pablo's other arm
behind his back. He pulls a second black metal ring off his
belt and clamps it around Pablo's wrist. Three blue lasers
connect the two black metal rings. The two rings and lasers
act as handcuffs.

PABLO
(frustrated)

What are fuckers doing? I didn't do
nothing! What do you fuckers want?!

ROBOT OFFICER
Sir, you have matched the



description of a "Theft" suspect. We
will take you down to the station
where we will assign you the
appropriate punishment.

Each officer grabs onto one of Pablo's arms. They stand him
up and begin with escort him to the squad car. Pablo tries
his best to fight them off but its no use.

PABLO
(desperate, angry)

No! I have to stay! She needs me!
Venetta needs me!

Pablo looks at the billboard.

PABLO
Venetta!

Pablo looks back at the officers, trying to reason with
them.

PABLO
Please, let me stay.

Pablo looks back at the billboard. He begins to trash
around.

PABLO
Venetta!

ROBOT OFFICER
(assertive, annoyed)

Sir, please calm down.

PABLO
Let me go!

(to Venetta)
Venetta!

(to the officer)
I have to be with Venetta!

Pablo continues to thrash around. The robot officer looks at
the alien officer.

ROBOT OFFICER
He's not complying. Assert force.

The alien officer unholsters his taser and shocks Pablo in
the ribs. Pablo convulses and makes guttural noises
involuntarily. The alien officer takes the taser off of
Pablo's ribs. Pablo goes limp.

Pablo pants and looks up at the billboard as he is being



dragged away.

PABLO
(under his breath, panting)

I'll find them, my love. Venetta, I
promise. We'll be together. I'll
find them.

The officers shove Pablo in the backseat of the squad car.

Pablo looks longingly at the billboard through the window.
He's eyes begin to tear up, his lip begins to quiver. Pablo
rests his forehead on the glass.

The squad car drives away.

INT. PUNISHMENT ROOM - NIGHT

The punishment room is a medium sized room. The floors are
linoleum tiled, they sparkle under the fluorescent lights.
All the walls are painted white. There is a single window on
one wall that practically runs the entire length of the
room. On the other side of the window, police officers can
be seen standing at their posts and/or moseying about.

There is a metal table in the middle of the punishment room.
Pablo is sitting at the metal table, still in handcuffs. An
empty chair sits opposite of him.

The door slides open and an OFFICER enters the room. The
officer is unlike the others, he is human and wearing a
black suit. He is carrying a small metal disk in his hand.
The officer takes a seat in the empty chair and places the
small metal disk on the table.

OFFICER
So, Mr. Picasso, is it?

(beat)
Is that Italian?

Pablo looks at him with disgust.

PABLO
It's Spanish.

(beat)
Who the fuck are you?

OFFICER
I am Officer Smith. I am in charge
of the Punishment Department in this
precinct.

Officer Smith clears his throat and straightens his tie. He
taps the top of the small metal disk on the table. A



hologram is project from the disk. The hologram displays
what looks like footage from street cameras. The footage
shows Pablo snatching the hat from the young trumpet player
and running down the sidewalk.

Pablo tries his best to hide his nervousness.

OFFICER SMITH
It seems, Mr. Picasso, that you have
been found guilty of "theft."

(beat)
Our facial recognition scanner has
successfully matched you with this
gentlemen here.

Officer Smith points to the hologram. The hologram has begun
to loop the crime footage.

Pablo begins to sweat as he looks at the footage. Pablo
breaks.

PABLO
(pleading)

Look, I need to get out of here. My
girlfriend, she needs me. If I don't
ge-...

OFFICER SMITH
Are you aware of the punishment for
"theft," Mr. Picasso?

Officer Smith looks Pablo in the eye, a devilish grin begins
to curl on his face. Pablo looks back at him, fear fills his
eyes.

OFFICER SMITH
Some consider it a bit
old-fashioned, perhaps even a bit
barbaric. But for me, personally,
it's one of my favorites. A classic,
if you will.

Officer Smith stands up and walks over to the door. He gives
the door two knocks. The robot officer enters the room, he
is wheeling in a device that resembles a futuristic document
camera.

The document camera has a large rectangular base. There is a
strap attached to the base, the strap is similar to those on
an electric chair. A curved metal arm is also attached to
the base. At the end of the curved metal is a small hole.
The hole is a foot above the strap and just a few inches in
front of it.



The robot officer wheels the device next to Pablo. The robot
officer then takes his position behind Pablo and stands at
attention. Officer Smith takes a seat at the table. Pablo is
scared and uneasy.

PABLO
What the fuck is that?

OFFICER SMITH
That is your punishment.

(beat)
Don't worry, this punishment is
rather quick. You will be back with
your girlfriend soon enough.

The officer nods at the robot officer.

OFFICER SMITH
Proceed.

The robot officer nods at Officer Smith. The robot officer
clicks a button on Pablo's handcuffs and the lasers
disappear. He places Pablo's right hand on the table and
presses a button on the black ring around Pablo's wrist. The
ring becomes magnetically drawn to the table.

Pablo cannot move his right arm.

PABLO
(confused, scared)

Wait, hang on. What are you doing?

The robot officer takes Pablo's left are and places it on
the base of the device.

PABLO
Wait, stop. Please.

The robot officer tightens the strap around Pablo's forearm
and stands at attention.

PABLO
(pleading)

No, please. Don't do this. Please!

Officer Smith walks over to the device. He pulls on the
strap to make sure it is tight. He looks up and smiles at
Pablo. Officer Smith returns to his seat.

With a small grin, Officer Smith looks over the robot
officer.

OFFICER SMITH
Alright, get on with it.



The robot officer taps the top of the curved metal arm.
Almost instantaneously, a red laser array shoots out of the
small hole.

The laser array makes a thin line right at Pablo's wrist.

Pablo cries out in pain.

Smoke begins to rise from Pablo's wrist. The laser array
burns through at Pablo's skin.

Pablo continues to scream. He begins to writhe in agony.

The laser array continues to burn Pablo's wrist until it has
made its way all the way through. The robot officer taps the
top of the metal arm again and the laser array disappears.

Pablo stares at his severed hand and his new stump of an
arm. He is horrified.

Officer Smith gets up and retrieves a small wast basket from
the corner of the room. He walks over the the device. He
pulls out a handkerchief from his jacket. Using the
handkerchief, he wipes the severed hand into the waste
basket. Officer Smith leans in, merely inches away from
Pablo's face.

OFFICER SMITH
(serious, menacingly)

Steal again, and it'll be the other
one.

Officer Smith drops the waste basket and heads for the door.

OFFICER SMITH
I'm done here.

(beat)
Get him out of here.

Officer Smith exits the room.

The robot officer unstraps Pablo from the device.

Pablo is speechless. He can't stop looking at his stump.

INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

The police station is full of officers. Officers vary from
human to alien to android to robot. They are all scattered
about, talking to one another, taking files from here to
there. Some sit at desks, typing away.

Pablo is being escorted through the station by an alien
officer. The same alien officer that arrested him earlier



that night.

Pablo is still mortified. He is holding his stump in front
of his face, staring at it in disbelief. He pays no
attention to anything else around him.

Pablo and the officer reach the front door.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - NIGHT

As they exit the station, something catches Pablo's eye.
Pablo notices three people approaching the doorway.

The three people approaching the doorway are the three punks
that beat the living shit out of him. They are being
escorted by two policemen.

Pablo's eyes go wide. Everything begins to move in slow
motion.

Punk #1 looks at Pablo momentarily, then looks away. He does
not seem to recognize him.

Pablo passes the three punks and realizes it's his chance.

With his one good hand, Pablo snatches the laser gun from
the alien officer's belt. He shoves the alien officer to the
ground.

Pablo whips around and starts opening fire at the backs of
the punks. Rage covers Pablo's face.

The first blast hits Punk #1 in the back of the head.
Through a barrage of blasts, Pablo manages to shoot the
other two punks in the back.

The two police officers who were escorting the punks begin
firing back at Pablo. One of the blasts hits Pablo in the
shoulder.

Pablo yells out in pain. He ducks away and successfully
dodges a blast. He fires back at the police officers. Pablo
hits one officer in the chest who falls to the ground.

Pablo turns and bolts away from the scene. His heart is
racing as adrenaline pumps through his veins.

The remaining officer continues to fire at Pablo but he does
not land a shot.

Running at top speed, Pablo runs into the city. The laser
gun is still in his hand. The faint, distant chatter of
policemen barking orders can be heard in the distance.



Pablo keeps his eyes forward and continues to run. The chase
ensues.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY SIDEWALK - NIGHT

Pablo races down the busy sidewalk. He zig-zags through the
crowd of eccentric citizens, shoving those who get in his
way. He cannot afford to slow down. He is in a great deal of
pain but continues to run as fast as he can.

The sound of police sirens wail in the background.

Pablo looks over his shoulder. His face is covered in
terror. He is sweating bullets.

Red and blue lights illuminate the horizon. They are distant
but they are gaining ground fast.

As Pablo turns his head back around, he slams into RANDOM
CITIZEN on the sidewalk.

The random citizen has a medium to large build. He is
wearing a metallic trench coat and shimmering silver pants.
His face is painted like a Day of the Dead skull. It is
painted on with luminescent paint.

Pablo falls to the ground rather violently, losing the laser
gun in the process. It slides just a few feet in front of
him. Pablo winces in pain as he slowly gets up. He grabs for
his shoulder, forgetting about his missing hand.

Pablo looks at his shoulder, it is bleeding badly. He tries
his best to put pressure on the wound with his stump.

The random citizen bends down to help Pablo up.

RANDOM CITIZEN
Hey man, are you okay?

Pablo pays no attention to him. Once back on his feet, Pablo
shrugs the random citizen off of him and staggers toward the
laser gun. He frantically picks up the laser gun and begins
to run the best he can.

A QUICK CLOSE-UP SHOT OF VENETTA FLASHES ON THE SCREEN.SHE
MOUTHS THE WORDS "COME TO ME," THERE ARE SUBTITLES AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.

The police sirens are growing louder.

Pablo turns the corner and darts down an alleyway.

EXT. NEW YORK ALLEYWAY - NIGHT



Pablo makes his way down the dark, seedy alleyway.

There are two HOMELESS MEN residing in the alleyway. They
are standing over a burn barrel fire. This is a dumpster
behind the two homeless men. One of the men is pulling
things out of the dumpster and throwing it into the burn
barrel to keep the fire well fed.

Pablo hurries past them, still holding on to his bloody
shoulder. The two homeless men look up at him momentarily,
but then quickly turn their focus back to the fire.

The faint noise of a helicopter begins to emerge from the
background. The sound of the helicopter blades grow
increasingly louder.

Pablo is running through the alleyway when, suddenly, a
large spotlight comes beaming down from the sky.

The sound of the helicopter is roaring in the foreground.

The spotlight lands just a few feet in front of Pablo. Pablo
is forced to stop dead in his tracks. He looks up to see
where the light is coming from. In the sky, Pablo sees a TV
News helicopter hovering above him.

The spotlight sweeps toward Pablo, engulfing him and placing
him at the center of the beam. The light blinds Pablo, he
puts his arm in front of his face in order to shade his
eyes.

Pablo is trapped in the light for a moment.

A QUICK CLOSE-UP SHOT OF VENETTA FLASHES ON THE SCREEN.SHE
MOUTHS THE WORDS "COME TO ME," THERE ARE SUBTITLES AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.

Pablo bolts down the alleyway. The spotlight follows him,
trying its best to keep Pablo under its beam.

There is a three foot cement barricade at the end of the
alleyway, separating the alley and the sidewalk.

Pablo reaches the barricade. He turns his back and sits on
top of it. He throws one leg over, and then the other.

EXT. TIMES SQUARE - NIGHT

Pablo is spit out of the alleyway and onto the sidewalk of
Times Square.

Times Square is especially wild tonight. There is a small
parade strolling through the streets, it is reminiscent of
Mardi Gras. Three large, extravagant floats are rolling down



the middle of the street. All of them include LED and neon
lights, elaborate paiper-mache characters, and vibrant color
schemes.

The sidewalks are full of people in eccentric costumes. Most
are wearing masks, headdresses, and body paint. Many are
wearing feathers and beads in order to celebrate the parade.

Pablo weaves through the crowded sidewalks.

A WIDE SHOT OF VENETTA FLASHES ON SCREEN. SHE IS LYING NAKED
WITH ONLY A WHITE, SILKY SHEET COVERING HER BODY. SHE MOUTHS
"PABLO," SUBTITLES ARE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.

Many people do not notice his wound or the gun because they
are too distracted by the glamorous floats and TV News
helicopter.

The helicopter over head tries to keep its spotlight on
Pablo, but the amount of people and lights makes it very
difficult. The spotlight only catches glimpses of Pablo
within the crowd. However, the spotlight remains in Pablo's
general location.

Pablo can see the billboard in the distance. It is only a
few blocks away. A smile curls on Pablo's face as pain is
replaced with relief. Pablo looks over at the first float in
line, as it rolls down the street and toward the billboard.
He runs toward it. In hopes of getting a better view of the
billboard, Pablo boards the float.

AN EXTREME CLOSE-UP OF VENETTA BITING HER LIP FLASHES ON THE
SCREEN.

The float is decorated to look like a large sailboat. There
are multiple women aboard the float, all of which are
dressed in sexy sailor costumes. They are standing on the
edges of the float, performing a small dance routine.

The women do not notice Pablo's presence initially. But once
Pablo starts making his way toward the front of the float,
the women scream in horror and scurry toward the back of the
float. Pablo stands proudly on the float's very front
platform, leading the parade.

Now that he is plain few, the helicopter shines its
spotlight directly at Pablo.

Unfazed by the spotlight, Pablo stares in awe at the
billboard. He admires its beauty as it towers over the crowd
of people. Pablo is now only two blocks away from the
billboard.

The light from the billboard shines brighter than everything



else in Times Square. It glows on Pablo's smiling face.

PABLO
(out of breath)

My love...

Venetta comes to life and blows a kiss to Pablo from the
billboard. She quickly returns to just being a billboard.

The sound of police sirens begin to drown out the noise of
the parade and parade-goers.

Pablo turns around to see four police squad cars making
their way through the sea of people. The crowd and parade
begin to disperse. The red and blue lights grow brighter,
the sirens grow louder.

Pablo's smile fades, it is replaced by a look of worry. He
jumps off the float and makes a mad-dash toward the
billboard. Pablo is no longer concerned with the blood
coming from his shoulder, he sprints using both arms.

PABLO
(shout/desperate)

Venetta!

Pablo shoves his way through the remaining crowd with no
regard and no remorse.

A MEDIUM SHOT OF VENETTA FLASHES ON SCREEN. SHE IS NAKED AND
WRAPPED IN THE SHEET. SHE MOUTHS "PABLO," SUBTITLES ARE AT
THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.

PABLO
I'm coming!

(beat)
Venetta!

The helicopter tracks Pablo, keeping the spotlight never
more than a foot away from him.

A QUICK CLOSE-UP SHOT OF VENETTA FLASHES ON THE SCREEN.SHE
MOUTHS THE WORDS "COME TO ME," THERE ARE SUBTITLES AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.

The police cars keep pushing their way through the crowd of
people. They have forced the floats off of the road,
allowing them to get that much closer to Pablo. 

Pablo reaches the billboard. He bends over and rests his
forearms on his knees. He pants as he tries to catch his
breath. Pablo stands up and takes a deep breath to collect
himself. He looks up at the billboard with a smile on his
face.



PABLO
(out of breath/tired)

I did it... Babe, I did it.
(beat)

I got those sons of bitches. I
killed 'em.

The helicopter is hovering over Pablo, its spotlight shining
directly on him.

PABLO
(frustrated)

Venetta? Did you hear me? I got
them! I got 'em for us.

(beat)
Venetta?!

The police cars pull up behind Pablo.

Pablo hears the police sirens wail behind him. He whips
around with his gun raised. His eyes are full of worry and
desperation.

The police cars are about twenty feet away from Pablo. They
are formed in a semi-circle around him. The police have
Pablo surrounded and backed into a corner. Pablo has nowhere
to go, nowhere to run to.

The police sirens stop.

Each police car is occupied by two police officers. The
doors of the squad cars open. The POLICE OFFICERS exit their
cars and take cover behind their open car doors. Their guns
are raised and pointed at Pablo.

POLICE OFFICER #1
(shouting/angry)

Freeze motherfucker!
(beat)

Drop your weapon and put your hands
in the air!

Pablo is nervous. He tensely moves his gun from officer to
officer.

PABLO
(frustrated/nervous)

Fuck you!

POLICE OFFICER #2
(calm/assertive)

Sir, we are going to ask you
again... drop your weapon and put
your hands in the air.



Pablo's eyes are on the verge of crying. His lip begins to
quiver, a lump forms in his throat.

PABLO
(shaky)

I can't. We were gonna be together.
We have to be together.

A tear rolls down Pablo's face.

PABLO
(muttering/crying)

I gotta be with her... I gotta be
with her.

POLICE OFFICER #2
Sir!

Suddenly, a voice rings in Pablo's ears.

VENETTA
(soft/innocent)

Pablo?

Pablo whips around to look at the billboard.

PABLO
(excitedly/hopeful)

Venetta?!

Everything around Pablo goes black. Once again, Pablo and
Venetta are alone in a vast, empty darkness. Pablo stares up
at Venetta's enormous beauty. A smile covers his entire
face. He wipes the tears off his face with his sleeve.

Venetta looks down at Pablo from the billboard, smiling back
at him. She

PABLO
I was afraid I wasn't going to see
you again.

Venetta giggles.

VENETTA
Don't be silly, Pablo.

Venetta begins to shrink and float down to Pablo.

VENETTA
Of course you were going to see me
again. We're meant to be together,
remember?



Pablo lets out a light chuckle. He puts his head down as he
begins to blush.

PABLO
(flattered)

...yeah.

Pablo looks up. He is taken aback to see Venetta, human
size, standing right in front of him. She is smiling at him,
her doe-like eyes staring into his.

PABLO
(stumbling over his
words/nervous)

I, uh... I got those punks. Killed
'em.

(beat)
They're, uh, they're not gonna be
bothering you anymore.

VENETTA
(flirty)

My hero. I feel like the luckiest
girl in the world with a man like
you around. 

Pablo smiles.

PABLO
(proudly)

Just looking out for my lady. You
know I'd do anything for you.

Venetta blushes and looks down for a moment. She quickly
brings her head up and looks back at Pablo.

VENETTA
(giddy/desperate)

Oh, Pablo, I love you!
(beat)

When will we get to be together?
I've been so lonely without you
here.

Pablo looks down in disappointment.

PABLO
I love you too, Venetta... But I
don't know. It's not looking too
good. I've got myself in quite a
bind over here.

Pablo nods over his shoulder.



Venetta looks behind him, a sullen look covers her face.
Suddenly, Venetta's face perks up.

VENETTA
(excitedly)

I've got it!

Venetta begins to return to her normal size and ascend back
up to the billboard.

VENETTA
Why don't you come up here and live
with me?

Venetta, now her original size, is just a few feet from
billboard. A large gap of darkness now seperates her from
Pablo.

PABLO
(confused)

How am I supposed to do that?

Venetta says nothing. Her face is blank. Venetta looks at
the gun in Pablo's hand as she becomes one with the
billboard and resumes her pose.

Pablo looks at the gun, confused and uncertain.

The darkness fades away. Pablo is standing in Times Square
again. The billboard still towers over him. The police are
behind Pablo in their semi-circle formation, guns drawn.

POLICE OFFICER #2
(assertive/irritated)

Sir!

Pablo turns around to face the police officers. He is still
looking at the gun in his hand.

POLICE OFFICER #2
Sir! Drop the weapon!

With a wavering arm, Pablo puts the gun to his head.

PABLO
(shaky)

For you, my love...

POLICE OFFICER #2
No! Don't-...!

Pablo pulls the trigger. A laser blast blows through his
head, brains and blood spew out from the exit wound. Pablo
falls to the ground, dead.



PAN: STARTING AT THE BOTTOM OF THE BILLBOARD, PAN UP UNTIL
THE CAMERA HAS PAST THE VERY TOP OF THE BILLBOARD AND
REACHES A LARGE CITYSCAPE.

FADE TO BLACK


